We study the superlattice minibands produced by the interplay between moiré pattern induced by hexagonal BN substrate on graphene layer and the interlayer coupling in bilayer graphene with Bernal stacking (BLG). We compare moiré miniband features in BLG, where they are affected by the interlayer asymmetry of BLG-hBN heterostructure and trigonal warping characteristic for electrons in Bernal-stacked bilayers with those found in monolayer graphene.
crystallographic axes, the long period moiré superlattices are characteristic for graphene/hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) heterostructures with a small misalignment angle θ between the two honeycomb lattices. Such heterostructures have recently been created by transferring graphene onto hBN. [1] [2] [3] [4] The influence of hexagonal moiré patterns on Dirac electrons in monolayer graphene (MLG) has been studied in detail, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] using both specific microscopic models and phenomenologically. Three possible types of moiré miniband structures on the conduction/valence band sides of graphene's spectrum have emerged from the theories: [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] sometimes, spectra without a distinct separation between the lowest and other minibands; quite exceptionally, the first miniband separated from the next band by a triplet of secondary Dirac points (sDPs) in each of the graphene valleys K and K ; more generically, a single sDP at the edge of the first miniband in each valley. Also, the signatures of the miniband formation have been observed experimentally in the tunneling density of states 2 and magnetotransport characteristics 3, 4 in MLG/hBN heterostructures.
In this Letter, we analyze the characteristic moiré miniband features in heterostructures of bilayer graphene (BLG) with highly oriented and almost commensurate, hexagonal crystals, such as hBN, recently created and investigated using magneto-transport measurements by Dean et al. 9 We find that, in contrast to monolayers, the electronic spectrum of BLG on hBN is most likely to exhibit gaps between the first moiré miniband and the rest of the spectrum (on valence or conduction band side, and sometimes in both bands), or have the bands strongly overlapping with each other, whereas Dirac points at the miniband edge appear only for exceptionally unique choice of moiré parameters. Also, we find that a gap at the edge between the valence and conduction bands can be opened in BLG by the same moiré perturbation that would not open a 'zero-energy' gap in MLG. This behaviour is prescribed by the substrate creating a moiré perturbation only for one layer of BLG, thus breaking the inversion symmetry of the moiré superlattice. The results of a systematic study of the miniband regimes in BLG-hBN heterostructures is summarized in the parametric space diagrams in Fig. 1 , where the regions of the parameter space with gapped spectra are painted in red with an overlapping (non-resolved) bands -left transparent. Differences between the two diagrams corresponding to different misalignment angles θ arise from the interplay between the Figure 1 : Parameter space (u 0 , u 1 , u 3 ) used to classify characteristic behaviour of moire miniband in highly oriented BLG on almost commensurate substrate: in red, we paint regions where BLG spectrum has a gap separating the first miniband in the valence band from the rest of the spectrum, regions with overlapping (unresolved) bands are transparent and blue/green mark the degenerate conditions for the appearance of isolated secondary Dirac points at the first miniband edge, like in MLG. 2, [6] [7] [8] The thick cyan lines show directions in the parameter space favoured by the point charge lattice 8 and graphene-hBN hopping 6 models. A similar parametric plot describing the minibands on the conduction band side can be obtained by inversion in the u 0 -u 3 plane.
orientation of the supercell Brillouin zone (sBZ) and the skew interlayer hopping in BLG. This interplay, unique to BLG, can help in narrowing down the microscopic parameters of moiré pattern at graphene-hBN interface using magnetotransport and capacitance experiments.
The analysis in this paper is performed using a phenomenological approach 8 which involves the description of the long-range moiré superlattice using a Dirac-type model for graphene electrons, where we include all symmetry-allowed terms in the moiré perturbation applied to one of the two layers in BLG and perform an exhaustive numerical analysis in order to characterise the miniband behaviour over a broad range of the parameter space. For BLG placed on top of a substrate with hexagonal symmetry and the lattice constant a S =(1+δ )a larger by δ than that of graphene, (a=2.46Å, and for the case of hBN, δ =1.8% 1 ), the lattice mismatch, together with a possible misalignment of the two lattices given by the angle θ , lead to a periodic structure which can be described using a set of reciprocal lattice vectors,
whereR ϕ stands for anticlockwise rotation by angle ϕ and b =|b n |≈ 4π √ 3a √ δ 2 +θ 2 . 4 Note that this 
written in the basis of the Bloch states on sublattices {φ
where indices 1/2 mark the bottom/top layers and the substrate directly acts on the electrons in the bottom layer. We also useh = 1 and employ two sets of Pauli matrices σ i , σ = (σ x , σ y ), and τ i , acting in the sublattice and valley space, respectively.
The intralayer Dirac-like terms vσ · p on the diagonal and interlayer off-diagonal terms on the right-hand side of Eq. (1) follow from the tight-binding description of BLG, 10 with v = 10 6 m/s resulting from the interlayer hopping in graphene. Also, γ 1 = 0.38eV, 11 characterizes the 'vertical' interlayer hopping between the closest neighbours and v 3 ≈ 0.12v [10] [11] [12] described the trigonal warping of BLG bands, resulting from the skew next-neighbour interlayer hopping. This results in the four-band BLG model, with two bands degenerate at the points K and K , and two bands split away by ±γ 1 .
The moiré perturbation, scaled using energy scale vb and parametrised using dimensionless 8 captures the effect of the substrate on BLG through its coupling with carbon orbitals in the closest, bottom layer only. Following the approach used in the monolayer study, 8 we separate the moiré perturbation due to hBN into inversion-symmetric and asymmetric teerms, However, it vanishes for zero misalignment angle, and its effect on the band structure is generated via the interplay with the trigonal warping term: therefore, it is small and can be neglected. Note that, since we scale all energies by vb ≈ v 4π √ 3a √ δ 2 +θ 2 , the size of dimensionless parameters u i in Eq. (1) would be larger for smaller angle θ for the same pair of BLG and a substrate.
Due to the time-inversion symmetry, described by the operation 13,14
electronic spectra in the two valleys are related, ε K+p = ε K −p , so that we only discuss electronic spectra in one valley, e.g. K. We find that in contrast to unperturbed BLG, the spectrum resulted from a generic choice of parameters in Hamiltonian (1) is not electron-hole symmetric, but obeys Figure 3 : (a-c) Moiré miniband spectra (drawn within the rhombic sBZ) and density of states (DoS) portraying two characteristic behaviours of the miniband spectrum as determined in Fig. 1 .
the following relation,
, which folds the parameter space (u 0 , u 1 , u 3 ) to be explored.
For the sake of a systematic comparison with the low-energy 'two-band' model of free-standing BLG, 10 applicable at the energy scale ε γ 1 , we use a Schrieffer-Wolff transformation 15 and project the four-band Hamiltonian onto the low-energy bands, reducing it to an effective two-band
where
The applicability of the simplified Hamiltonian to the description of, at least, the first moiré miniband in the BLG spectrum requires that γ 1 2vb. For a perfectly aligned BLG/hBN heterosystem, we estimate that for the more studied system of MLG/hBN, experimental data obtained so far also does not allow for clear determination of the perturbation. 3 Hence, in our numerical modelling of spectra, we broadly cover the (u 0 , u 1 , u 3 ) parameter space, Fig. 1 . Examples of characteristic moiré miniband spectra on the valence band side in BLG/hBN are shown in Fig. 3 : (a) overlapping minibands characteristic for the transparent part of the parameter space in Fig. 1 ; (b) and (c) gapped spectrum at the edge of the first moiré miniband characteristic for the red-painted part of the parameter space in Fig. 1 . Also shown are the corresponding densities of states, with a global gap in the valence band, Fig. 3(b) , (c). Fig. 3(a) and (c) both correspond to the same choice of perturbation, u 0 = u 1 = 0, Figure 4 : The size of the gap between the first and second minibands on the conduction (top) and valence (bottom) side as a function of the parturbation magnitude u = ∑ i |u i | and the misalignment angle θ , assuming that the perturbation parameters are described by relations in Eq. (3). Negative values for the gap denote overlapping bands. Points marked with blue circles correspond to spectra for which the global gap is direct at κ . shifted up (down) in energy, like in Fig. 3(a) . However, misalignment angle θ = 0.595 • leads to sBZ rotation by φ = −30 • and the trigonal warping correction at the points κ and κ of the rotated sBZ vanishes, as seen in Fig. 3(c) . Such a strong dependence of the miniband spectrum on the misalignment angle is special to BLG, because in MLG trigonal warping corrections are much weaker. Consequently, experimental investigation of the BLG miniband spectra for several misalignment angles (determined from the moiré geometry) may yield new information about the nature of the perturbation felt by graphene electrons due to hBN. For example, two of the models suggested for the MLG/hBN heterostructure, graphene-hBN hopping model 6 and point charge lattice model, 8 yield the same form of the u i coefficients as a function of the misalignment angle θ , One can notice that in majority of the spectra presented in Fig. 3 and 5, and for generic moiré perturbation, a gap, ∆, is opened at the 'neutrality point' between the conduction and valence bands, in contrast to monolayer graphene, where such gap,
Spectra in
appears only when moiré pattern contains an inversion asymmetric perturbation. In the mono- 
as a consequence of the hBN substrate breaking the equivalence of the two layers and, hence, the inversion symmetry. For BLG sandwiched between two hBN layers, the asymmetry will be still present, if the misalignment angles between graphene and top/bottom hBN layers are different.
In summary, we showed that the interplay between interlayer coupling (including skew hopping between layers leading to the trigonal warping effect in BLG) in bilayer graphene and breaking of layer symmetry by the substrate play an important role in determining the miniband spectrum 
